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ABSTRACT
Leadership in the academic community arises from the

necessities of the structure of governance within a college or
university. It is obvious that the structure of governance comes
first, and the leadership role follows from it. Governance is both a
structure and a process. It is a structure that legitimates power
groups and power relationships. It is a process for making basic
decisions about purpose and form of governance, either implicit or
explicit. Leadership is also a structure that establishes roles or
influences the behavior of other persons in a social unit. It is a
process of encouraging, persuading, and even of directing others to
make decisions and to perform in accordance with decisions. The only
two models for governance and leadership in higher education today
are the institutional governance model and the community governance
model. Interest in the community governance model is waning at the
moment. Yet the institutional governance model will be different in
the future from what it has been in the past. It will gradually be
replaced by one in which institutional leadership perforce will exert
ever more influence on academic affairs. Necessarily, this new kind
of institutional leadership will require much more extensive
information sharing, more lengthy consultation, and more careful
sharing of authority than in the past. (Author/PG)
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Throughout this year, the Management Forum has dealt with problems of governance in colleges and uni- 1

versities, and particularly with the role of the president in governance. In making available John Millett's I

address to the Denver and San Francisco presidential seminars given by the Management Division, we
hope to provide an overview of the issues in that debate.
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JOILV D. MILLETT

In their study of presidential leadership for the Carnegie
Commission of Higher Education, Cohen and March pre-
sent eight "metaphors 4 leadership."1These metaphors are
labeled the competitive market metaphor, the ad-
ministratiN e metaphor. the collective bargaining metaphor.
the democratic metaphor, the consensus metaphor, the
anarchy metaphor, the independent judiciary metaphor,
and the plehiscitary autocracy metaphor. These metaphors
presumably describe varying styles of leadership the
authors observed among the presidents whom they studied.`- No doubt there are differing styles of leadership even as
there are quite different personalities among the individuals
who serve as college and university presidents.

I am disposed to argue. however, that leadership in the
academic community arises from the necessities of the
structure of governance within a college or university. It
seems ohs ions to me that the structure of governance comes
first. and that the leadership role follows from it. Descrip-
tions of presidential leadership are not free-standing.
Rather, they are imbedded in the whole edifice of gmer-
mlct: itself.
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Perhaps a few words of definition arc in order here.
Governance is both a structure and a process. It is a struc-
ture legitimatizing power groups and power relationships.
It is a process for making basic decisions about purpose,
procedure and performance. EAcry social unit has some
form of governance, implicit or explicit, Leadership is also
a matter of structure and of process. It is a structure which
establishes roles of influence upon the hail% ior of other
persons in a social unit. It is a process of ercouraging. per-
suading. and even of directing others to make Jecisions and
to perform in accordance with decisions.

It seems to me that at the present time we have in higher
education only two models for governance and leadership
in higher education. For lack of better designations. I shall
lapel one of these the institutional governance model and
the other the community governance model. As I read
Cohen and March. I believe the authors are presenting es-
sentially the institutional governan- model Indeed, their
phrase "organised anarchy" seen:, to me to icier to the in-
stitutional governance model: I wish they had used such a
term rather than the one they did employ.
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In a little hook that I wrote in 19'4 I tried to present the
maior desirable chaiacteristics of a COttlifilltilly got ernance
model.' %IN ettort has been w Klett interpreted as ad% ocacy
of this particular model. Ihis was not the intention. Mt oh-
jectit e w:is to suggest wan. for making the community
got ernance model more effectixe if and when a college or
unit ersitt decided to undertake this particular form of
go% et !lance.

la this paper I wish to contrast w hat I heliete to he the
important characteristics of these Mo models of goxer-
n ina. and leadership: the institutional governance model
and the communut governance model. I think these are the
two basic choices einrentlt atailahle for colleges and uni-
t eisities I.or reasons I shall present later. I think interest in
the communitt goternance model is waning at the moment.
1 he institutional got ernance model then becomes the alter-

e. let I suspect the institutional governance model will
he dif ferent in the 1 ut ure from what it has been in the past.

In his landmark study of 1960, John .1. Corson described
what he found to he a "dual structure" of governance in the
colleges and unixersities he %kited.' there was one struc-
ture for decision-making about the administratit e or in-
stitution3I affairs of a college or university. and there was
another structure for the academic or instructional at fairs.
Corson identified the hoard of trustees, the president. and
the admimstratite staff as the structure preoccupied with
institutional affairs. And he identified the faculty. especiallt
the lacultx organised in departments. as the governance
structure preoccupied with instructional and research oh-
!colt es. instructional and research procedures. faculty
selection and promotion. student academic pertorMance,
and the t uhillment of degree requirements.

\ot king alter Corson's tolume appeared, Harold Dodds
as president emeritus of Princeton i .nixersit presented his
(Mu anal\ sis of the dilemma of the college president: the
t twice hcmeen educator and caretaker.4 I )odds argued do-
qii...-01% for a concept of presidential leadership which

(nod emphasise educational leadership Hut his sense of
reaiis propelled Dodds to acknoxx ledge that in his own
'Nr;-,Idential role and in the role he observed played by
in.in% other presidents the problems of being a caretaker
appeared to dominate presidential pertormance.

Perhaps Dodds' word "caretaker" is intended to arouse
regret or to encourage a different pattern of hehav:or. 1

prcter to speak of institutional at lairs and of in-
stitutional leadership. And I heliete that there are two
primart explanations w fit the twentieth centurt college and
unit eiitt president. particularly in the t cars since 1920.
has been content or has been compelled to restrict his or her
role to one of institutional leadership. One of these reasons
is the great etpansko, and specialisation of know ledge that
has occurred in this , .nt urt I he other reason has been the
perplexing demands of institutional surtital for our
ioilt4t. and unit ersuies a. organi/Ld enterprises.

I here is little need to belabor the matter of the expansion
of know edge or of the speciah/ation of scholarship that

has been taking place during this centurt and especially
since the end of World War I. Full of the recognized
academic disciplines has gone its Ott n way in the pursuit of
know ledge, de eloping its own techniques of inquiry and its
own esoteric vocabulary. ven in the humanities the trend
toward specialization of knowledge has been fully et ident
in the study of literature, in the ref iew of history, and in the
speculations of philosophy. Indeed, some imitation of the
methods of the biological and physical sciences has
appeared in the humanities, and untortunately the social
and helm\ ioral sciences have linked their endeavors in-
creasinglt with those of the natural sciences and have large-
It lost their moorings in the humanities.

I here are still among us those who yearn for the
Renaissance man, and occasionally there is an individual or
two who does endemor to he at home in sexeral disciplines
rather than in one. Hut the effort to he learned rather than
knowledgeable draws more sneers than cheers in the
academic communitt . and an eclectic interest in man and
his world is a pastime for the retired and the frustrated jourt
nalists among us. rather than the pursuit of a serious
scholar. the academic community shares a common en-
tironment. a particular college or litUVCUSII. but it shares
little else.

And as the disciplines have intensified their specialization
and depth of knowledge. so have the professions. took for
a moment only at law, engineering, and medicine, although
the same kinds of development are clearly et ident in many
other professions such as architecture, the performing arts,
the agricultural sciences, nursing, social work, education,
business management, dentistry. veterinary medicine yes,
eten theologt . The professions at the beginning of this cen-
tury were largely an art form in which skill based upon per-
sonal experience was partlt acquired through a formal
process of learning together. in groups called schools. Then
increasinglt the professions became grounded in the dis-
ciplines. in the practical application of the knowledge being
accumulated by scholars. The study of law found inspira-
tion from the social sciences: the study of engineering drew
etcr more heathy upon the physical sciences: and the prac-
tice of medicine became dependent upon the biological
sciences. %lore recently, in the past twenty tears especially.
professional study has tended to identity itself ever more
c!osclt with the relet ant disciplines. faculty members
becoming scholars in their own right and students learning
more about the methods of knowledge than about the uses
of knowledge. As a consequence. we hear a great deal today
about lawyers uncomfortable in the court room, engineers
uninterested in production lines, and doctors unconcerned
about the delitevy of patient care.

1or at least sixty years, and especially in the past thirty
'ears. higher education in our country has indulged itself in
an orgt of scholarship. I tear that we in higher education
hate become more enamoured of knowledge for its own
sake than dedicated to the constrnctite use of knowledge
for the we'll -heing of others. Hut my interest here is the im-
pact of these et ents upon individual colleges and unit er-
sines as aructures of governance. And the impact I think is
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clear Clot mance has been fragmented. een as has been
scholarship. And the leadership of a single person as presi-
dent. et en of a group of persons as an administratite team.
has been restricted to manageable institutional attain.

the other force in the hie of our colleges and unitersities
throughout this centurt greant influencing institutional
leadership has been the struggle for stir\ ital. Until the ad-
tent of 1% orld War II lacultt memhers were largelt content
to accept and pursue the profession of scholarship as one of
genteel potent. Colleges and unkersines tended to he
relatis elt Small in si/e, and were required to lite upon the
hasis of the numilicence of a few tert wealthy
philanthropists or upon the pinch-perm% crumhs pros ided
h% state legislators. I he disaster of the 1929 depression
made facults menthe!: grateful for securitt and less resent-

thou vii.tdI e% two, ar

Since 1944) tIP.: life of colleges and unitersities has been
one of bust and boom: the loss of male students to the
demands of war and the sudden ot erts helming numbers of
returning teterans: the needs of war-time research and then
contraction: the demands of technological and scientific ad-
tancement atter 1957 and the curtailment of this interest in
1966 and thereafter: the tidal wate of students in the earls
19M's and the loss of students in the earls 19'0's, the
gellerosM of goerIlttlents and the loss of interest ht
goternments: rising expectations of society and colltraet-
mg expectations: student discontent and et en disruption
and student withdrawal: the clamor for admission ht the
disad antagcd and tit minorities and the disillusionment of
acceptance. the demands of emplot et s for more educated
talent and the sudden emergence of labor market surpluses
01 college graduates: and throughout all the period the
ra%ages of now trrulent. occasionally quiescent. inflation
It is a miracle of determination and of fortitude that our
colleges ,;ad unitersities hate stir\ ised all of these
icissitudes And filet hate surf rued in large part heca Use of

kit:d Ica tCd. hell meaning, and hard-working ad!..in ist rat Ors_
In an eter changing social en% ironment presidents hate
been hard pressed to keep their colleges and unitersities
functioning as enterprises. as discrete organi/ational en-
tities with buildings to he built, budgets to he ha lanced,
faculties to he maintained. students to he recruited and
cared tor. alumni to he reassured, the general public to he
placated

I here is little wonder that presidents became caretakers
in the ten hest sense of that word. There was a great deal of
caretakine to he done and no one eke to do it. Institutional
leadership was essential and presidents responded. I think
!whit and fulls. to the need. II our colleges and unitersities
stir% Re todat as t het do, it is because of the quality of their
Institutional leadership.

lhe dual structure of goternanee based upon a ditferen-
nation of academic affairs and itistitutional affairs was a
necessary and ellectite response to the circumstances and
conditions of higher education in this century in the I nited
States.
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I think it mat he tairlt said that the dual organiiation
model for the goternance structure of higher education
puked itself inadequate to the circumstances of the 1960's.
1 \so major changes took place in American higher educa,
Lion in that storms decade. One was a remarkable increase
in higher education enrollments from 311 million students
in 1%0 to f4.6 million students in 1970. I he other was the
student re\ olution. a resolution occasioned not so much by
mere numbers as tit a substantial cultural shift in attitudes
and helm\ ior.

Flivre IS lived here to analvie, or to i'altlate. these
changes. Let us accept them simply as facts subject to a
ariety of interpretations as to causal forces. %hat is rele-

tam here again is the impact of these changes upon the
goternance structures of colleges and unitersities. The im-
pact was considerable. Suddenly. colleges and universities
began to experiment with new forms of governallee.

Without attempting to consider the generali/ation to
an thing like the detail it desertes, let me simply repeat that
the dual organisation structure of the 1940's and 1950's

suddenly resealed total flaws in the 1960's when colleges
and unitersities enteted upon their times of trouble. The
dual organi/ation structure recognised two kinds of ae-
tit mes within a college or university and distributed the
aut hot itt to deal with these actit ities to two organisational
entities. On the one hand. there was the domain of
academic affairs and these were the pros ince of the faculty.
On the other hand there was the domain of administrative
affairs, and these were the province of the president and
hoard of trustees, along with a stall of administrative
associates. I he linkage was pros Wed ostensibly in the per-
son of the president, who was simultaneously presiding of-
ficer of faculty. administrative chief of supporting
operations, and professional adviser to the hoard of
trIlstess.

the deficienct in this arrangement was revealed glaring-
It and fulls when colleges and unitersities suddenly were
confronted with student dissatisfaction and student disrup-
tion. Whose task was it to meet stuu'en demands
administration or the faculty? Was campus disorder an ad-
nUnistratite affair or a faculty affair ". And when the presi-
dent took action to meet circumstances of campus dis-
order, he or she almost at once encountered faculty
criticism and even faculty counter-action. Students who
had no legitimate power in a got ernance structure divided
between academic affairs and administrative affairs insisted
upon participation in academic got ernance. And both
faculty members and students began to challenge ad-
ministrant e authoritt , expressing doubts about its
legitimact and even denting its importance.

the et ents of the 1960's can he understood in terms of

that concept of organised anarchy put forth by Cohen and



%larch. A college or unit ersitv is an organi/at ion onl in a
certain limited sense.. college or Unkersity is an anarch
onI in a certain limited sense. Contradictor as the two
words in tandem ma seem, they nonetheless con e a cer-
tain reality abbot governance and leadership within the
deat:nue eommunit.

A college or university is an organi/ation in that it is

comprised of a definite group of people brought together in
the pursuit of learning. making use of a toted set of
facilities. and "a\ ing certain specified financial resources
for carr mg o 1 its endeavor. In all of these particular
'Mahn:tensile. the college or university is an organi/ed
enterprise. Hut a college or universit is also an anarchy in
terms of ha\ mg somewhat general and vague objeetit es
defined h each lacult member or academic department.
seeking a work output by means of a technolog largely
devised b each faculty member, producing primarily a ser-
vice whose value and utilit tends to he different for each
consumer.

I o the extent that a college or uniformly is an orgamia-
tion it tends to follow a certain pattern of activity and
behavior involving leadership. support, and work differen-
tiation to the extent %hat it is an anarch it tenth to
pros ide a substantial degree of personal freedom to faeult
members to ti their own objectives. to devise their own
work processes, to clntrol their own allotment of time, to
determine the service satisfaction of their consumers (or
students. and to evaluate their own standards of
perlormance.

In its organiiational characteristics a college or unit er-
sit seeks to protect and perpetuate its existence. Within the
enterprise authorit is defined with some precision insofar
as support of the collectivit is concerned. In its anarchical
characteristics the enterprise accords facult members and
departmems a maximum degree of academic freedom and a
minimum of supervisory constraint. [he college or unit er-
sat operates in peace anti .ome kind of prosperit% only if its
urgamiational charaAcristies and its anarchical
characteristics ran co-exist in some degree of harmony. I he
college or unifersit becomes a place of disharmon when
orgamiation and anarch conflict.

I he discord of the 1960's arose orimarily I believe from
two forces. One was lacultv :oneern to he more extensively
involved in the institutional affairs of the enterprise. The
otter was student concern about their exclusion from
authoritf within the academic community. Faculty
members were no longer content to restrict their role or in-
terest to so-called academic affairs I he believed them
scl'.cs entitled to a larger voice in decisions about budgets.
about facilities, about public relations. about the
maintenance of law and order. Students were no longer
content to he the passive recipients of a rctealed learning
and to have their personal and social behavior governed by
student conduct regulations enacted by faculties and boards
of trustees. Students wanted to I; now how to use
knowledge. and they wanted to use it now. At the same time
the demanded that restrictive etudes of behavior he
eliminated.
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One response to the complexities of got ernance wit hin the
academic community as resealed in the I 960's was an effort
to contract a new structure of go\ emance. As a result of
('orson's book. I had written a little volume utili/ing the
phrase "academic community" and arguing that there were
indeed Carious constituencies to be recogni/ed and appeas-
ed within this community.` I was not certain how these con-
stituencies were to he brought together except through
some general process of consensus. Soon thereafter on
tarious campuses persons and groups went to work to
develop a communn) structure of governance t. lite basic
objectives in these new arrangements were to provide
students with a share of authority and to merge the in-
stitutional and the instructional. the administrative and the
academic. attans of colleges of unit ersities. I he device for
achieving these objectives was a community council or uni-
versity senate bringing together in one both representatives
of the facult, of students. and of administrative staff. In a
few instances representatives of the operating stall were
also :ncluded in the council or senate.

From a structure and practice of orgamied anarchy some
colleges and universities moved to a new structure of par-
liamentar government. In m hook of 1974 I tried to set
forth certain apparent detects in this new structure of
governance and at the same tine to suggest how the model
of community governance could he strengthened and
perhaps enabled to operate with some degree of achieve-
ment. I did not question the desirability of the community
got ernance model: I was concerned about hots to perfect
the model once the decision has been made to move in this
direction.

From m observation I perceived two glaring weakness-
es in the ideas developed about a structure of community
gofernance. One weakness was the failure to differentiate
between policy and performance, between legislation and
management. lite other was the failure to prof ide for effec-
tive leadership within the academic community. If corn-
mumtv gofernance was to work with some degree of
satisfaction to all concerned, then these weaknesses had to
he overcome.

It seems to me that in the endeavor to restructure the
governance of our colleges and universities our governmen-
tal planners .sere: more concerned with a redistribution of
power than with arrangements to ensure orgamiational
effectiveness. Student power was legitimatiied b inclusion
of representatives in a council or senate. Faculty power was
enhanced by a limitation upon administrative power. Hut
little attmnion was given to a real appraisal of the
decision-making piIcess within this new legislative struc-
ture. It was assumed that proper representation would en-
su: e appropriate action.

One evidence of this kind of thinking was the general
ladure to provide for any lead:rship arrangements within a
new community council. Moreover, it was assumed that
management t hat is, work performance would
automatically take care of itself. the important end
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appeared to he faculty domination of legislative action,
with a somewhat reluctant inclusion of students and ad-
ministrators within the structure as a kind of necessary
compromise.

ro he sure, in establishing these new arrangements for
governance, colleges and universities included a time-
honored concession that the council or senate was intended
to be advisory to the president and the board of trustees.
Yet there was the clear imolication that both had better be
certain to follow tote proffered ad% ice.

In practice. I believe the new structures of governance
quickly resealed various deficiencies. In the first place,
legislative deliberation took a vast amount of time for
faculty- members, students, and administrators. Soon there
were complaints that governance was not worth the cost. In
the second place. the whole concept of a legislative body
representing yahoos constituencies of the academic com-
munity proved to he a more complicated piece of
machinery to operate than any of its protagonists had fore-
seen. A representative legislative assembly is not a simple
device to make effective. Presidents were uncertain about
their leadership role in the new council or senate and tended
to withdraw from assumption of a vigorous leadership for
which they had not been prepared by previous experience.
Faculty members were also somewhat uncertain about their
new role. Quite willing to act on institutional affairs, they
were less enthusias:ic about legislating policies and
procedures on academic affairs. And students, having won
concessions about personal and social behavior, were less
positive about desirable academic i.t.oetives. In the third
place. the new instruments .4 1.ovei wince were ambivalent
in their attitude about management. Management of the
primary programs and the support programs continued
largely as in the past without a clear definition of role or of
relatiooship to governance.

The really vital defect in these new structures of gover-
nance was one never foreseen by faculty members
themselves. The new structures made possible the process
of a strong internal and centraliied decision-making which
could become binding upon all members of the academic
community. In other words, the new governance was an
caemy of the w hole practice of academic anarchy, or of in-
div faculty autonomy. that had leveloped over the
past fifty or so cars in the American college and univer-
sit% . the new structures of governance made possible the
development of colleges and universities into self-governing
communities. But in fact. !acuity members tend to he little
interested in government of any kind. 1 hey are primarily
interested in the perpetuation of academic anarchy. They
are not ready collectively to enact leeislat ion clarifying edu-
cational purposes. defining instructional objectives, deter-
mining an effective instructional technology. establishing
qualitative standards of student performance, and creating
mechanisms to evaluate faculty work output. And even if
faculties w re ready to enact such legislation. there is some
doubt that the are ready to abide by such legislation.

I pervic currently a tendency to withdraw from the
whole concept of community governance. Students have
achieved in large measure their immediate ,bjectives. even
it their concern with the interrelationship between learning
and experience has been only partially resolved. Faculty
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members have found administrative affairs to be more
troublesome than they expected, and having won ern-
cessions of information and of consultation, are more dis-
posed than a few years ago to leave the tough decisions
about priorities and fund raising to administrators. And ad-
ministrators have found themselves more comfortable in
the familiar role of institutional caretaker.

And once again the problems of caretaking are over-
whelming. Enrollment losses, philanthropic disinclination
in a time of plunging capital values, changing attitudes of
governments, the ravages of inflation, the demands for
accountability all of these circumstances have produced
new situations threatening once again the very existence of
colleges and universities as viable enterprises. Presidents
and hoards of trustees have their hands full.

At the end of 1974 there appears to he a kind of restless-
ness within the academic community, as in American socie-
ty. generally. Some faculty members seem to think that the
escape from present dilemmas lies in collective bargaining
rather than in community governance. Students seem to be
more worried about their economic future than their social
role. Administrators must find new roads to institutional
surYiYal. At the same time they see their internal role as
different from that of the past. How different and in what
ways the role will he different are the questions; the answers
are but dimly perceived.

My own guess is that experiments for the moment in
community governance have about run their course. Only
further experience and inquiry will confirm or modify this
mpression. In the meantime I would guess also that little
by little orgamied anarchy will prove vulnerable and im-
possible to sustain. The institutional model of governance
will he gradually replaced by one in which institutional
leadership perforce will exert ever more influence upon
academic affairs. Necessarily, this new kind of institutional
leadership will require much more extensive information
sharing. more lengthy consultation. more careful sharing of
authority than in the past. Someplace ahead is yet a new
model of goy eraance and leadership for our colleges and
universities.
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^ the most useful discussion of the whole subject of community
gosernanck. was produced not in this country but in Canada. See
howard ( .4 mmunit r in University Government, the Report of the
Commis-am on the Government of the University of 'form°
( toron o: Unixersity of Toronto Press. 1970). It is also instructive
to inquire into the experience that followed the actual restructur-
ing of university governance by the Parliament of the Province of
Ontario in 1971.

I-he W. K. Kellogg Foundation grant to the Academy for Educational Development. Inc. in support of a continuing
educat,-.n program- and an informa!innul privram fcir en111p. ind nivorcity rrogi.lents will terminate on neermIser
31, 1974. Accordingly, this will be the last issue of Management Forum.


